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Our atmosphere is thin and fragile
(as seen by ISS crew on 31 July 2013)
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Fact: Because we use the atmosphere as a 
free dustbin for our greenhouse gases, we

thicken the thermal insulation layer around
the planet

That is why we must cut emissions
to ZERO as soon as possible

@JPvanYpersele



CO2 Concentration since 1850 and Global Mean Temperature in °C relative to 1850 – 1900
Graph: Ed Hawkins (Climate Lab Book) – Data: HadCRUT4 global temperature dataset

Animation available on http://openclimatedata.net/climate-spirals/concentration-temperature/

CO2 Concentration and Temperature spirals

http://openclimatedata.net/climate-spirals/concentration-temperature/


CO2 Concentration 24 May 2021 
(Keeling curve + last 10000 years)

Source: scripps.ucsd.edu/programs/keelingcurve/

418.02 ppm

https://scripps.ucsd.edu/programs/keelingcurve/


Fact: The changing composition of the 
atmosphere and the resulting climate

chenge are due to our usage of fossil fuels, 
cement, and to deforestation

The science about this is now crystal clear

@JPvanYpersele



The Carbon Bathtub

Source: @CarbonInteractive



Carbon cycle: unperturbed fluxes

Units: GtC (billions tons of carbon) or GtC/year (multiply by 3.7 to get GtCO2)
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Carbon cycle: perturbed by human activities 
(numbers for the decade 1990-1999s, based on IPCC AR4)

Units: GtC (billions tons of carbon) or GtC/year
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Climatic Change: Are We on the Brink of a 
Pronounced Global Warming? (Broecker,1975)



@JPvanYpersele

« Covid19 »: a very small effect on CO2 concentration

Source: ?

Source: @CarbonBrief, mai 2020





In the USA alone, organizations
which sow doubt about climate
change spend almost a billion 

dollars/year! (Brulle 2014, average numbers for 
2003-2010)

The European Union fares a little better, but 
many Brussels lobbyists try to dilute the EU 

environmental efforts (see the car 
industry…)
@JPvanYpersele



Why the IPCC ?

to provide policy-makers
with an objective source of 
information about  

• causes of climate change, 
• potential environmental 

and socio-economic 
impacts,

• possible response options 
(adaptation & mitigation). 

WMO=World Meteorological 
Organization

UNEP= United Nations Environment 
Programme

Established by WMO and UNEP in 1988 
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Key messages from the IPCC WG1 
Report (1)

! Certain:
! Emissions resulting from human activities are substantially

increasing the atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases: 
CO2, CH4, CFC, and N2O

! Calculated with confidence:
! Under the business as usual scenario, temperature will increase by 

about 3°C by 2100 (uncertainty range: 2 to 5°C), and sea level
will increase by 60 cm (uncertainty range: 30 to 100 cm)
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Key messages from the IPCC WG1 
Report (2)

! With an increase in the mean temperature, 
episodes of high temperature will most
likely become more frequent

! Rapid changes in climate will change the 
composition of ecosystems; some species will
be unable to adapt fast enough and will
become extinct.

! Long-lived gases (CO2, N2O and CFCs) would
require immediate reduction in emissions
from human activities of over 60% to 
stabilise their concentration at today’s
levels.
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Oops…

! … this was from the IPCC first assessment report, 
published 31 years ago (1990)!

! Was anybody really listening?
! If not, why?



SIXTH ASSESSMENT REPORT
Working Group I –The Physical ScienceBasis

Author Team  
234 authors from 65countries

28% women, 72% men

30% new to theIPCC
78,000+ review comments

46 countries commented onFinal  
Government Distribution
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Key messages from the latest WGI AR6 IPCC Report:

 



SIXTH ASSESSMENT REPORT
Working Group I –The Physical ScienceBasis

Human influence 
has warmed the 
climate at a rate that 
is  unprecedented in 
at least the last 2000
years

Figure SPM.1



AR1

Progression of Understanding: Greater and Greater 
Certainty in Attribution

AR1 (1990): “unequivocal detection 
not likely for a decade”

AR2 (1995):  “balance of evidence 
suggests discernible human 
influence”

AR3 (2001):  “most of the warming 
of the 
past 50 years is likely 
(odds 2 out of 3) due 
to human activities”

AR4 (2007): “most of the warming is 
very likely (odds 9 out of 10) due to 
greenhouse gases”

AR5 (2013) «It is extremely likely
(odds 95 out of 100) that human
influence
has been the dominant cause… »

IPCC

Bleu: facteurs naturels seuls
Rouge: fact. naturels + humains

AR6 (2021): “It is unequivocal that
human influence has warmed the 
atmosphere, ocean, and land.”

AR4

AR3

AR1

AR2

AR5
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Extreme heat

More frequent

More intense

Heavy rainfall

More frequent

More intense

Drought

Increase in some  
regions

Fire weather

More frequent

Photo Credits from left: 1. Luiz Guimaraes 2. Jonathan Ford 3. Peter Burdon 4. Ben Kuo 5. NOAA

Ocean
Warming  
Acidifying  

Losing oxygen

Human-induced climate change is already affecting many weather
and climate extremes in every region across the globe





Heat waves kill (Ex: 2003 summer in EU: 70000 deaths)



11°C
7%



• Warmer world implies more evaporation 
- but soils will dry out as a result.   So dry 
regions will get drier unless storm tracks 
shift in a lucky way. And for some, they 
are expected to shift in an unlucky way.

• At mid to low latitudes - wet get wetter, 
dry get drier

• Warmer world implies more evaporation - more water 
goes to the atmosphere where water is available on the 
ground (e.g., oceans).  The atmosphere therefore will 
contain more water vapor available to rain out.  And most 
places receive the majority of their moisture in heavy rain 
events, which draw moisture from a big area.

Wallonia Floods, July 2021

Source:
VRT Nieuws
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Figure SPM.8Human activities affect all the major climate system components,  
with some responding over decades and others over centuries
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+1.5°C +2°C +4°C

Across warming levels, land areas warm more than oceans, 
and the Arctic and Antarctica warm more than the tropics
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Figure SPM.6Projected changes in extremes are larger in frequency and  
intensity with every additional increment of global warming



Evolution of daily maximum wet-bulb 
temperature, TWmax (°C) 

Source: Im et al., 2017 « Deadly heat waves projected in the densely populated agricultural regions of South Asia », Science advances.

• « Human exposure to TW of around 35°C for even a few hours
will result in death even for the fittest of humans under
shaded, well-ventilated conditions »

• « Under the RCP4.5 scenario, no regions are projected to 
exceed 35°C; however, vast regions of South Asia are 
projected to experience episodes exceeding 31°C, which is
considered extremely dangerous for most humans »



Evolution of daily maximum wet-bulb 
temperature, TWmax (°C) 

Source: Im et al., 2017 « Deadly heat waves projected in the densely populated agricultural regions of South Asia », Science advances.

Spatial distributions of bias-corrected ensemble averaged 30-year TWmax for each GHG scenario: 
HIST (1976–2005) (B), RCP4.5 (2071–2100) (C), and RCP8.5 (2071–2100) (D).
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With every increment of global warming, changes get larger in  
regional mean temperature, precipitation and soil moisture

Figure SPM.5



39
IPCC AR6 WGI SPM
Figure SPM.6



Fact: Average temperature is on its
way to exceed the « conservation 
temperature » for the Greenland
and (some of the) Antarctic ice

sheet
There is therefore a very high risk that

average sea level would increase by several
metres over the next century or two

@JPvanYpersele



The Antarctic Ice Sheet presently loses 1 Gt of ice
every 1.5 day

Source: @Kevpluck, June 2018
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Figure SPM.8Human activities affect all the major climate system components,  
with some responding over decades and others over centuries
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« Sea level rise greater than 15 m
cannot be ruled out with high emissions »

2300

2 m
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Every tonne of CO2 emissions adds to global warming Figure SPM.10



Net ZERO:

2050

Emission pathways compatible with below 1.5°C warming:

Source: IPCC SR15

2035



Source: Wolfgang Knorr, in The Conversation (2019)



Comparison of global emission levels in 2025 and 
2030 resulting from the implementation of the 
intended nationally determined contributions

UNFCCC, Aggregate effect of the intended nationally determined contributions: an update 
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2016/cop22/eng/02.pdf



Humanity has the choice

RCP2.6 RCP8.5
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Conclusions (1/2)

The IPCC AR6 WGI report confirmed that the inhabitability of 
the Earth is at stake due to climate change

Stabilizing the temperature as close as possible to no more 
than 1.5°C above the pre-industrial is essential, and requires to 
move away quickly from fossil fuels, to stop deforestation, and 
to store more carbon in soils and biomass (while protecting
biodiversity)



Conclusions (2/2)

The challenge is huge: transform the world in a few decades so that the whole
world activities are decarbonized, while the other Sustainable Development
Goals are achieved (eliminating poverty and hunger, providing decent jobs, 
protecting nature, …)

Addressing this challenge offers many opportunities, especially if it is made in a 
synergistic manner

Economists have a big role to play

Collaboration with scientists from other disciplines is key



Disponible gratuitement, 6X/an: www.plateforme-wallonne-giec.be

Ecrit pour les 
jeunes (et moins 
jeunes), avec des 
liens vers des 
ressources utiles 

http://www.plateforme-wallonne-giec.be/Lettre


Gratuit sur
www.levif.be/reveil-climatique



Yes, the planet got destroyed. But 
for a beautiful moment in time we

created value for shareholders

http://www.newyorker.com/humor/issuecartoons/2012/11/26/cartoons_20121119#slide=6
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To go further :
! www.climate.be/vanyp : my slides (under

« conferences »)
! www.ipcc.ch : IPCC
! www.realclimate.org : answers to the merchants of 

doubt arguments
! www.skepticalscience.com : same
! www.plateforme-wallonne-giec.be : IPCC-related in 

French, Newsletter, latest on climate, basic climate science

! Twitter: @JPvanYpersele & @IPCC_CH

http://www.climate.be/vanyp
http://www.ipcc.ch/
http://www.realclimate.org/
http://www.skepticalscience.com/
http://www.plateforme-wallonne-giec.be/

